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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

DONALD NOBLE, OF LEEDS, ENGLAND. 

PORTABLE PUMPING APPARATUS. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 494,221, dated March 28, 1893. 

Application ?led March 8, 1892. Serial No. 424,218. (No model.) Patented in England August 26, 1890, No. 13,418 ; in France 
June 16, 1891, N0.214,211; in Belgium June 16,1891, No. 95,292; in India October 7. 1891, No. 200,9.ndin Austria-Hungary 
October 10, 1891. 

To all whom it may concern: - 
Be it known that I, DONALD NOBLE, a sub 

ject of the Queen of Great Britain, residing 
at Leeds, in the county of York, England, 
have invented new and useful Improvements 
in Portable Pumping Apparatus, (for which 
I have obtained Letters Patent in England, 
No. 13,418, dated August 26, 1890; in France, 
No. 214,211, dated June 16, 1891; in Belgium, 
No. 95,292, dated June 16, 189]; in Austria, 
Hungary, dated October 10, 1891, and in Ini 
dia, No. 200, dated October 7, 1891,) of which 
the following is a speci?cation. 

> , This invention has reference to that class 
of portable and other pu mping apparatus such 
as is described in the speci?cations accom 
panying my applications for United States 
of America Letters Patent, Serial Nos. 405,852, 
and 424,217. Its object is to construct and 
arrange the pumping mechanism in as small 
a compass as possible in a casing provided 
with a divided top to act as pedals, said pedals 
being revolubly ?tted on to the outward case 
ing for putting the pump piston or pistons in 
motion by means of ‘a suitable arrangement 
of levers. The casing also acts as a platform 
on which the operator stands for actuating 
the pedals with the heels of his feet. I at 
tain these objects by mechanism illustrated 
‘in the accompanying drawings in which:— 5 
Figures 1, 2, and 3, are respectively a side 

elevation (with side of platform removed), an 
end elevation (with end of platform removed), 
and a plan (with portionsof the top of platform 
‘and of the pedals removed) ofpumping appa 
ratus with cylinderor pump barrel made in two 
portions and operated by compound levers. 
Figs. 4 and 5 are respectively a front and end 
elevation of compound levers. Figs. 6 and 7 
are respectively a sectional elevation and plan 
of valve box; Fig.8 an arrangement of valves 
applied to each end of the pump barrel. 
A is a box like platform on which the 

bather or operator stands. The platform 
may be made of any desired material, such 
as sheet brass, copper, zinc, or the like, or of 
wood lined when required with thin brass, or 

' other material, but I prefer to make it of thin 
sheet brass, say about one sixteenth of an 

‘quire. 

valve box, the brush or rose and nozzle, toilet 

inch in thickness and watertight. A conven- 5o 
ient shape for the platform is rectangular and 
its size may he, say about eleven inches long 
by nine inches wide by three inches in depth, 
but these dimensions (as well as the shape) 
may be altered or varied as circumstances re 

As for instance, when required for 
military purposes, the platform may be made 
say about eight inches long by four inches in 
width by two inches and three fourths of an 
inch in depth, that is as regards the width 
about one half of the size as shown at Figs. 
1, 2, and 3, but at the same time possessing 
all the advantages (for pumping purposes) of 
the larger size owing to extension pieces 
(folding or ?xed) being provided to which 
pedals D. D’ (hinged at the toes) may be at 
tached for operating purposes. 
The platform A is of such a size, or if pre~ 

ferred it may be divided into any number of 
compartments for receiving the double acting 7o 
pump and its actuating mechanism, the valve 
box, the ?exible tube or tubes which may be 
packed away without uncoupling it or them 
from the inlet and outlet portions of the 
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requisites, and any other necessary or desired 
articles. 
The platform A is provided with either a 

hinged, sliding or removable‘ lid a. In the 
drawings the lid is shown divided into three 
portions. The central portion is removable 
and the two outer portions may be hinged to 
the side a)‘ of the platform or jointed to a rod 
running parallel to one of the sides of the 
platform and mounted on bearings within the 
same so as to form pedals D. D’. When the 
portions which form the pedals are discon- ‘ 
nected from the levers (to be hereinafter de- A 
scribed) employed for actuating the piston o’. 
c2 and are closed they complete the covering 
portions of the platform. The pedals mayor 
may not be armed with pieces of wood, cork, P 
or other suitable nonconducting material (1)‘. 
The pedalsD. D’ are connected to levers 

employed for actuating the pistons 0’, 02, by 
brackets 013 d4 (shaped something like an in 
verted triangle) mounted in bearings d5 d6, 
respectively formed on or attached to the un 
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derside of each pedal as shown for purposes 
to be hereinafter described. 
The pump barrel 0. (which with the piston 

actuating mechanism is inclosed within the 
platform) may be either formed in one piece 
say about seven inches long by two inches in 
diameter or in two portions bi-partite, ar 
ranged say about two inches and three fourths 
,of an inch apart. Each portion of the barrel 
may be about two inches and three fourths of 
an inch in length by about two inches diam 
eter. The pump barrels are shown placed 
horizontally within the platform A parallel, 
or nearly so with the side a’ but in some cases 
when the barrel is made in two portions it 
may be found advantageous to arrange the 
said portions at right angles to the side a’ and 
respectively parallel or nearly so with the 
ends a2, a3. Within the barrel 0, are mounted 
the pistons c’, 02, connected together by a sin 
gle rod 03, to form a double acting pump,but 
when the two portions of the barrel 0 are ar 
ranged parallel or nearly so with the ends a2 
a3 then separate piston rods will be required. 
" The barrel 0. is provided with ends or cov 
ers 0X 0*" to which the tubes H. H’, may be 
respectively attached. 7 
A reciprocating motion is imparted to the 

pistons c’ 02, from the heels of the operator’s 
feet through the pedals D. D’ and brackets d3; 
d“, which are jointed by the trunnions d7 in the 
bearings d5 d6 on the underside of the pedals, 
and compound vertical and horizontal levers 
E, E’ and G’ as at Figs. 1 and 4. It will be 
readily understood that motion may be im 
parted to pistons by the pedals through pen 
dants (fixed to the underside of the pedals) 
and a simple horizontal lever fulcrumed at or 
about its center and shaped somewhat like a 
double bell crank lever is pivoted to the bot 
tom, of the platform with its front end raised 
to the level of the center of the pump barrel. 
In order to make the platform on which the 
operator stands as shallow as possible and at ' 
the same time to obtain the longest stroke of 
the pistons with the smallest movements of 
the pedals, I prefer employing the arrange 
ment of compound vertical and horizontal le 

' vers shown in the drawings in which the tri 
angular shaped or double bell crank lever E, 
is mounted vertically in suitable bearings 66. 
e7 attached to the bottom of the platform. 
The ends e>< ex)‘ are enlarged and on these 
a horizontal lever E’ carried by trunnions in 
bearings e8 of the same bracket in which the 
bearings e6 are formed operates, while on the 
enlarged end as of the vertical upright e4 is 
provided a pin e9 which works in a slot 610 of 
a pendent lever G’ fulcrumed on pin e11 car 
ried by brackets are on the top of the platform. 

‘ The lower end e12 of the lever G’ passes through 

65 

a slot formed for its reception in the enlarged 
portion 04 of the piston rod. At Figs. fland 5 
I have shown a side elevation and an end ele 
vation of levers E, E’ and G’. The lower end 
of each bracket 613, d4 is bifurcated and made 
to work in a groove e13 formed for its recep 

tion in the horizontal lever E’. When it is 
required to disconnect the pedal or pedals 
from the lever E’, one or both pedals may be 
raised until the bifurcated end or ends of the 
bracket or brackets is or are clear of the le 
ver; when each bracket may be turned on its 
trunnions until it is parallel or nearly so with 
the underside of the pedal. The pedals may 
then be closed on thetop of the platform. 
By jointing the brackets 013 d4 to the pedals 

D. D’ as herein described and connecting them 
to lever E’ provision is thereby made for over 
coming the friction of the working parts as 
much as possible and at the same time per 
mitting of a direct (or nearly so) action be 
ing imparted to lever E’ from the pedals al 
though said lever and pedals may be arranged 
to work at right angles to each other. 
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By the above arrangement of horizontal and ' 

vertical levers a'very small movement of pin 
e9 (in the slot 610 of pendent lever G’) say 
about three eighths of an inch, and of the outer 
or heel ends of the pedals, (say about seven 
eighths of an inch) will cause the pistons c’ 
c2 to travel about an inch and a quarter, or 
more. 7 - 

To the inside of the barrel 0 are attached 
the tubes H, H’ communicating at one end 
with the interior of the barrel (or when pre 
ferred the connection may be made in the 
centers of the ends or covers 0X, 0)“) and at 
their other ends with a valve box I placed 
between them, at or about the center of the 
barrel. The valvebox is divided at its cen 
ter by a plate '5 to form two compartments or 
tubes z" i2 communicating with a central in 
let and outlet is 1'4 and respectively with the 
tubes H, H’. In each of the tubes 2" v? are 
?xed two valve-seats i5 i6 and '57, is provided 
with india rubber, metal, or other suitable 
ball valves 719 1'10 4317112, and a piece of perfo 
rated zinc or other metal to prevent the valves 
from rising too high. The communications 
between each of the compartments or tubes 

, z" t2 and tubes II. II’ is midway between the 
valve seats as shown. 

It will be readily understood that when 
preferred the above described ?xed pipes 
may be dispensed with, and corresponding 
passages with valve seats formed therein or 
cast on the barrel or on the ends or covers 
0X '0“ as shown at Fig. 8. To the central in 
let and outlet pipes t3 i4 is respectively at 
tached a piece of india rubber or ?exible 
tubing of any suitable length, that for the 
inlet being armed with an ordinary nozzle, 
and the outlet with or without a rose, or with 
a brush and rose combined. The ?exible 
tube provided with a nozzle may be placed in 
a bucket or other receptacle containing hot or 
cold water and the other tube which is armed 
with the rose held by the operator. When 
pedal D is depressed the pistons will be moved 
to the end 0*" of the barrel. At the same 
time a vacuum will be formed at the end c>< 
which opens valves 2'12, closes 111° and draws wa 
ter up out of the bucket into compartment is 
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along the tube H’ and from thence into the 
space at the right hand of the barrel 0. ~ Dur 
ing the motion of the piston D’ at the end ox’< 
of the barrel, any water that has been pre 
viously drawn up into that end of the barrel 
is driven along tube H into compartment 1" 
closing valve 21° and opening 2'9 and forcing the 
water onto the bather, animal, or other arti 
cle, or object. A similar action is obtained 
when the other pedal is depressed only the 
action of the valves is reversed. 
One or more air vessels of ordinary construc 

tion (with or without ball valves) may when 
required be combined with the pumping ap 
paratus for insuring a regular and constant 
supply of water being delivered from the 
pump. Any kind of self feeding brush or 
rose, or nozzle through which Water may be 
forced by the herein ‘described pumping ap 
paratus may be employed which permits of 
motion for‘ actuating the pistons being im 
parted to the pedals D. D’ by the heels of the 
operator’s feet as he stands upon the platform 
and balances himself upon his toes. 
When the above described pumping appa 

ratus is employed for bathing or washing the 
human body it may be used with an ordinary 
bath or tray. vWhen the bathing operations 
are completed the bath or tray may be emptied, 
(while the bather is drying himself) by re 
versing the position of the'tubes thereby con 
verting the outlet tube into the inlet, and the 
opposite tube into the outlet. But when the 
pumping apparatus is used for washing or 
bathing, horses, dogs, or other animals, car 
riages, windows, watering or sprinkling, gar-_ 
dens, ?owers, plants or for like purposes, I ?nd 
it advantageous to place it within a recepta 
cle containing water whereby the pumping 

‘certained the nature of my said invention and 

apparatus audits water supply may be read- 40 
ily removed from one place to another. 

I would have it understood that although I 
have described the above arrangements‘ of 
pumping apparatus as being applicable for 
pumping water yet it may also be used for 
pumping, raising and ejecting any other liq 
uids that will not destroy or corrode its com 
ponent. In some cases and when desired one 
or more vertical or horizontal pumps connect 
ed to a valve box such as I may be mounted 50 
either upon a platform such as A or within 
water receptacleand operated by pedals and 
mechanism such as herein described. 
Having now particularly described and as 
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in what manner the same is to be 
I declare that what I claim is 
In a portable pump the combination of the 

box A containing the horizontal acting pump 
0, the piston rod 03 for said pump, the verti 
cal lever G’ pivoted at its upper end and con 
nected at- its lower end with the said piston 
rod, the horizontal bent leverE mounted with 
in said box A, the upright arm 64 rigidly con- - 
nected‘with said lever E and pivotally con- 65 
nected with said lever G’ at or near its cen 
ter, the horizontal lever E’ bearing on ‘the free 
ends of the lever E and the brackets d8 d4 
connected to said hingedcovers D, D’ ,and 
bearing at or near the ends of said lever E’, 
substantially as set forth. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto signed 

my name to this speci?cation in presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

DONALD, NOBLE. 

performed, 
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Witnesses: 
W. FAIRHAVEN HART, , 
ADAM O. HART. 


